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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Abstract: Fingerprints are rich in subtle elements which are as discontinuities in edges known as details and are one of a 

kind for every individual. A standout amongst the most imperative assignments considering an automatic fingerprint 

recognition framework is the details biometric design extraction from the caught picture of the fingerprint. The 

fingerprint matcher thinks about highlights by utilizing Digital Image preparing from input seek point against all fitting 

driving licenses in the database to decide whether a likely match exists. With this execution, there be no compelling 

reason to convey records along. A solitary fingerprint and a picture will be sufficient to perceive and check the individual 

and the vehicle. Mobile stages, for example, PDAs and tablet PCs have accomplished the mechanical ability to perform 

assignments past their proposed purposes. The unfaltering increment of preparing power has tempted explores to 

endeavor progressively difficult undertakings on mobile devices with suitable alterations over their stationary partners. 

In this work we portray principle highlights of programming modules produced for Android cell phones that are utilized 

by RTO officers for permit and vehicle archives confirmation. In this undertaking we utilize biometric approach like 

fingerprints and vehicle number plates for confirmation. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

The traffic police use a manual process for verifying 

documents of a person. However, People have to face many 

problems with the current procedure used by the police for 

verifying documents of a person. According to the public 

point of view there is no facility provided by RTO which will 

make the person document free. The main problem with the 

existing system is that either people have to carry their 

documents or smart card but there is possibility that the 

information might get lost.  

In finger print recognition technique finger scan is 

based on distinctive characteristics of the human 

fingerprint.[2] A fingerprint image is read from a fingerprint 

recognition device then features are extracted from the image 

using Bozorth3 algorithm and the regarding information is 

extracted from database. After the match is found police will 

get all the detail information about vehicle on his android 

application.  

Today android devices assume an essential part in 

our everyday life since the greater part of the assignments 

should be possible on android gadget. Since the general 

population need to convey documents in regards to the data 

of the vehicle, the police as well as people have to face many 

problems. In this manner the activity police application 

decreases the undertaking of the police as well as influences 

the individual to archive free. 

II LITERATURE SURVEY 

As of now the traffic police utilize a manual 

procedure for recognizing and checking specialist of a man. 

Nonetheless, individuals need to confront numerous issues 

with the present system utilized by the traffic police. As per 

open perspective there is no office gave by the RTO which 

will influence the individual to archive free. The principle 

issue with the current framework is that either individuals 

need to convey their documents or smart card, however there 

is probability that the data may get lost. [1] 
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Today android devices assume a critical part in our 

everyday life since the greater part of the errands should be 

possible on android gadget. Since the general population need 

to convey documents with respect to the data of the vehicle, 

the police and individuals need to confront numerous issues. 

In this way the traffic police application decreases the 

undertaking of the police as well as influences the individual 

to archive free.[2] 

The total number of vehicles registered in Pune RTO 

till dates are 55 lacs which are growing at the rate of 10 % an 

year. Out of the total registrations 75 % are two wheelers and 

25 % are four wheelers. Drink and Drive Statistics - Drink 

and Drive, one of the biggest offences has been a major 

concern over the years for the traffic police department and 

the number is growing year by year.[3] 

III PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Fingerprint characterization and matching are enter 

parts in a computerized fingerprint recognition framework. 

The fingerprint matcher analyzes highlights from the 

information seek point against every single appropriate 

record in the database to decide whether a likely match exists. 

There are different approaches of automatic fingerprint 

matching that have been proposed which incorporate 

minutiae based approaches, and picture based approaches. 

Minutia based approaches are the most well known ones 

being incorporated into all contemporary fingerprint 

distinguishing proof and check framework. Fingerprint 

confirmation issue is isolated into two principle undertakings:  

1. Minutiae extraction.  

2. Minutiae matching.  

The primary stage comprises of fingerprint detecting 

which has been truly completed by spreading the finger with 

ink and pressing it against a paper card and after that filtered, 

bringing about a computerized representation. This procedure 

is known as disconnected procurement is as yet utilized as a 

part of law authorization applications. At present, it is 

conceivable to secure fingerprint pictures by pressing the 

finger against the level surface of an electronic fingerprint 

sensor.[3] This procedure is known as online procurement. 

Gained picture may contain commotion that is expelled in 

pre-processing stage and minutiae are removed from pre-

handled picture. Last stage for fingerprint matching is 

performed by passing minutiae examples of the fingerprint to 

matcher. This matcher will create a match score based on 

fingerprint matching.  

A mobile app is the best method to make your 

business or administration accessible to individuals on their 

mobile devices, enabling you to put your item in their grasp, 

in a hurry. With local apps, you get more access to a gadget's 

capacities: You can discuss and advertise by means of push 

notices, use equipment on devices like GPS for location-

based marketing, streamline your field operations, and the 

sky is the limit from there. Be that as it may, with various 

working frameworks and devices—iOS, Android, and 

Windows, basically—which require distinctive source codes 

to run locally, focusing on a mobile group of onlookers isn't 

generally as straightforward as simply making a mobile 

rendition of your site.  

Figure 1: System Architecture 
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Working for Android requires Java. Java is a more 

typical dialect than Objective-C and has to a lesser degree an 

expectation to absorb information, so it's not as trying to 

discover demonstrated engineers.[2] Be that as it may, the 

devices accessible to make apps for Android—including the 

most prevalent apparatus, Eclipse—aren't comparable to 

Xcode; however another device called Android Studio could 

in the end convey a similar nature of advancement bolster as 

Apple's device.  

Hybrid apps, which are basically composed as a web 

application (utilizing innovation like HTML, JavaScript, and 

CSS) that is implanted inside a "local wrapper" enabling it to 

keep running on any gadget while bypassing the limitations 

of a program just app usefulness (i.e., they can get to a 

gadget's equipment).  

Local apps made by cross-stage advancement 

instruments. Cross-stage programming orders a solitary app 

source code into local code that will keep running on various 

working frameworks. It's a more local feel than a hybrid app, 

yet you're still just working with one source code. 

IV CONCLUSION 

The system is an power to understand how 

Fingerprint Recognition can be used as a form of biometric to 

recognize identities of human beings. 

Various standard techniques are used in the 

intermediate stages of processing. The traditional fingerprint 

recognition system takes more time for recognition because 

of pre-processing and post processing steps of images and 

hence become impractical. Therefore we can use the above 

system 
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